How Efficient Is Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics? An Analytic Approach.
Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) has become a standard technique for accelerating relaxation in biosimulations. Despite its widespread use, questions remain about its efficiency compared with conventional, constant temperature molecular dynamics (MD). An analytic approach is taken to describe the relative efficiency of REMD with respect to MD. This is applied to several simple two-state models and to several real proteins-protein L and the B domain of protein A-to predict the relative efficiency of REMD with respect to MD in actual applications. In agreement with others, we find the following: as long as there is a positive activation energy for folding, REMD is more efficient than MD; the effectiveness of REMD is strongly dependent on the activation enthalpy; and the efficiency of REMD for actual proteins is a strong function of the maximum temperature. Choosing the maximum temperature too high can result in REMD becoming significantly less efficient than conventional MD. A good rule of thumb appears to be to choose the maximum temperature of the REMD simulation slightly above the temperature at which the enthalpy for folding vanishes. Additionally, we find that the number of replicas in REMD, while important for simulations shorter than one or two relaxation times, has a minimal effect on the asymptotic efficiency of the method.